The PVH and MCR Foundation is proud to announce the recipients of the 2018 Employee Scholarship Program. The generosity of private donors and community business partners, as well as many of our fellow employees, contributed to a total of $69,500 awarded this year, impacting 44 employees. Since 2010, we have awarded $332,000 in scholarships to nearly 300 recipients.

The scholarship program helps our high-caliber workforce achieve their personal goals, advance the professional leadership of our health system, and ultimately provide an exceptional care experience for our patients.

Please join us in congratulating the following recipients:

- Trinette Chapin | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
- John Coan | Medical Staff Leadership Endowment | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
- Jason Crenshaw | AMIC Scholarship Endowment
- Valerie Cummins | Nussbaumer Oncology Education Endowment | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
- John Darcy | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
- Arah Dauer | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
- Michelle Davis-Fick | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
- Dodie Deming | Northern Colorado Anesthesia Professionals Endowment | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
- Kandice Dixon | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
- Hannah Erickson | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
- Katy Fangmeier | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
- Maryann Fillingim | Medical Staff Leadership Endowment | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
- Sophia French | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
- Jennifer Garner | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
- Rachel Geoghan | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
- Nora Healy | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
- Amanda Hobson | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Shaylin Imlay | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship | Nellie Cram Scholarship
Braden Jeffs | PVHS IS Scholarship
Katrina Lacy | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Brittannie Lechman | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Racheal Madenwald | AMIC Scholarship Endowment
Juliana Meganck | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Adele Morehead | Kelly Jane Harris Scholarship | Ruthie Ann Weyant “Can Do” Scholarship | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Tayler Morrison | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Yuliya Mozgova | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship | Markley Motors Scholarship
Derik Nelson | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Deanna O’Connell | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
Keith Richardson | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
Kelli Rickett | Northern Colorado Anesthesia Professionals Endowment
Chad Rock | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
Jumer Sapinoro | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Stephanie Schwenn | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Kelsi Shannon | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship
Joel Smith | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Marcey Smith | Linda Gesick Scholarship Endowment | Mountain Crest Scholarship
Kimberly Speer | Health Care Scholarship Endowment
Miranda Squire | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Katherine Stapleton | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship
Danielle Strain-Thomas | Surgical Specialists Nursing Education Fund
Sarah Tillman | Lena Clark Scholarship Endowment
Rachel Warren | North UCHealth Nursing Scholarship | Brian Oenning Memorial Scholarship

Meghan Willis | Richard G. Titus Endowed Scholarship | PVHS Scholarship

Cherie Young | Dellenbach Motors Scholarship | Markley Motors Scholarship